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We value your feedback!

Dear Laura, 
 
I want to take this moment to sincerely thank those who participated in our annual survey for giving us
feedback on what we’re doing right and how we can improve. We learned so much from you and want to
share what we gathered and how we plan to respond to those learnings. 
 
You’re learning with us. 77 percent of you found our programming this year to be mostly relevant to you. 
 
You’re seeing value. 74 percent of you believe your membership is valuable. 
 
You’d recommend us. 93 percent of you would recommend colleagues to the Chamber. 
 
You’re hearing from us… a lot. You noticed we send a lot of emails (here’s another!), but you also told
us email is the best way to let you know what we’re up to and how you can get involved. 
 
We also learned we have room to grow and improve, which is exactly why we survey you. You told us we
need to get better at sharing with you the additional benefits you receive aside from networking and news,
like savings and discounts. You want to hear from our leadership directly about board decisions and
policy. And you want to know more about how we work closely with our affiliates and how you can, too.  
   
In response to your feedback, we are working to ensure we’re tackling the topics that are most important
and relevant to you and assessing how we can better target our communications, so we can share more
information without inundating your inbox.  
 

Laura Sundstrom <lsundstrom@vantage-eval.com>
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If you have anything else you’d like to share with us, please feel free! Send to info@denverchamber.org.  
 

 Kelly Brough 
 President and CEO
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